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Details of Visit:

Author: NIK
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 21 Jun 2009 3.00
Duration of Visit: 30min
Amount Paid: 55
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Diplomat
Website: http://www.diplomatmassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142561300

The Premises:

Now well established parlour in safe area.

The Lady:

Dark haired, quite attractive girl. Not fat, but no stick insect either. Fair pair of tits.

The Story:

I went to GFE across the road first, but the girl I was hoping to see was busy and I wasn't that taken
with the other two so went to Diplomat where there were more girls on, including Louise who I had
seen before. When I arrived all five were available, but one was in the toilet.
Of the other four I was most taken with a new brand girl, Eve I think. She was actually a stunner, but
looked miserable (maybe she was anxious?). At any rate it looked as though a great service from
her would not be forthcoming. So I chose Roxy, who had seemed easily the most friendly of the
others. Maybe it was her turn to be picked?
In the room she proved to be friendly. She was Romanian but had excellent English.
A standard parlour service - massage, bit of light kissing of my chest, suck of her tits, covered oral,
reverse oral and sex, with a bit of (faked?) responsiveness thrown in - was delivered quite
professionally. There was no kissing, OWO, CIM or GFE and after fucking in a couple of positions I
eventually came by hand whilst she sat on my face.

All in all for ?55 I could have no complaints, but I've had this service hundreds of times in the past
and this was no better or worse than many. If you enjoy 30 minute parlour appointments Roxy was
as good as any, but I've had much, much more (albeit usually for much more money) and I would
see no reason personally to return.
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